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Topics

• Responsive Layout Techniques

• CSS3 Media Queries

• Meta Viewport (Device Width & Zoom)

• Support and JavaScript Fixes



Responsive Layouts

Source: business2community.com



Responsive Layouts
Today websites are being viewed on an increasingly large number of 
different devices; each with their own screen sizes and proportions.

Different Strategies have emerged for dealing with layout changes and 
sizing differences.



Solutions
Device detection can be done server-side by checking the requesting 
devices header info. This is a common way to see what the specs for a 
given device are and then serve up the appropriate files back to the 
device…

One solution is to build separate sites for mobile and desktop (like 
twitter.com vs mobile.twitter.com). Unfortunately this requires building 
two websites. This makes the responsive layouts ideal because you 
can create a single site like (sweethatclub.org) and alter the styling and 
layout via CSS media queries so the content will shift and conform to 
match the device.



Desktop Down - Layout Changes
The site is first designed to fit desktop devices.  In order to get content 
to display on smaller devices as the screen scales down,  changes are 
made to the pages…

Common changes in layout include hiding content or moving content 
around to match the given devices available screen area; like switching 
the wrapper or container elements to a fluid width (i.e width: 90%) and 
setting floating columns to float:none; and width: 100%; to change to a 
single column structure. This strategy often removes features (graceful 
degradation) as the device gets smaller and has less bandwidth.



Mobile Up - Layout Changes
The site is first designed to fit mobile devices. In order to get content to 
display on larger devices as the screen scales up, changes are made 
to the pages…

Common changes in layout include adding content or moving content 
around to match the given devices available screen area; like switching 
the wrapper or container elements to a fixed width (i.e width: 960px) 
and setting floating columns to float:left; to change to a multiple column 
structure. This strategy often adds features (progressive enhancement) 
as the device gets larger and has more bandwidth.



CSS Media Queries
@media [not|only] type [and] (expr) [,] … {

rules

}



CSS Media Queries
@media only screen and (max-width:800px) {

p { color: green; }

}



Device Types
all        All Devices (default)
braille Braille tactile feedback devices
embossed Paged braille printers
handheld Handheld devices
print Printing or print preview
projection Projected presentations
screen Computer screen
speech Speech synthesizers
tty       Media using a fixed-pitch character grid (teletypes)
tv       Television devices



Device Types In Use
For now best support only exists for all, print, and screen.

all        All Devices (default)
print Printing or print preview
screen Computer screen



Logical Keywords
and Test against more than one expression.

not Negates the result of the expression.

, Acts as OR keyword used to separate expressions.

only Keyword can be used to hide media queries from 
older browsers.



CSS Media Queries
p { color: red; }

@media only screen and ( max-width: 800px ) {

       p { color: green; }

}



CSS Media Queries



CSS Media Queries
p { color: red; }

@media only screen and ( min-width: 400px ) {

       p { color: green; }

}



CSS Media Queries



CSS Media Queries
p { color: red; }

@media only screen and ( min-width: 400px ) and ( max-width: 800px ) 
{

       p { color: green; }

}



CSS Media Queries



Strategies

• Responsive Media

• Responsive Type

• Responsive Grid Layout

• Meta Viewport 

• Support and JavaScript Fixes



Fluid Media
Images, tables, form inputs, video, and audio also are usually set to 
fluid widths (i.e. width: 100%; max-width: 100%;) so as to allow this 
content to scale up or down on different size devices.

img, table, form, input, video, audio, {
    width: 100%;
    max-width: 100%;
}

Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/hfdeg4rv/

http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/hfdeg4rv/


Responsive Type
If the text has been set to em measurements then as media queries are 
invoked we can set the body font-size to adjust the text of the entire site up and 
down maintaining their proportional relationships.

body { font-size: 100%; }
h1 { font-size: 2.5em; } p { font-size: 1em; }   

@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) {
    body {
        font-size: 90%;
    }
} 

Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/pnarnf2v/

http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/pnarnf2v/


Split Paragraphs into Columns
Additionally, elements like paragraphs can set their column  

@media only screen and (min-width: 480px) {
  article p {
     -moz-column-count: 2;
     -webkit-column-count: 2;
     column-count: 2; 
  }
}

Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/2g79hjzo/

http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/2g79hjzo/


Responsive Layout
.container { width: 960px; }

@media only screen and (max-width: 980px) {
  .container {
    width: 90%;
   }
}

Desktop Down Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/1/

Mobile First Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/3/

http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/1/
http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/3/


Responsive Layout
.col-4 { width: 33%;  float: left; }

@media only screen and (max-width: 320px) {
  .col-4 {
    width: 100%; 
    float: none;
  }
}

Desktop Down Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/1/

Mobile First Example: http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/3/

http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/1/
http://jsfiddle.net/codepajamas/rsLxet9s/3/


What px should I create break points at?

Let your content determine where break points should fall. Use 
Developer Tools and Emulators to discover where your content starts to 
break down. Then create an appropriate break point (media query at 
that width) to solve the issue. This will ensure that your content looks 
good on any and all devices not just the popular ones.



Dealing with Viewports
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0, 
minimum-scale=1.0, maximum-scale=1.0">

<!-- Prevents devices from zooming out or in and instead rely on the 
media query styling to change the layout accordingly --> 



Modernizr

https://modernizr.com/

